The amateur no doubt wants to have a relationship to art. Isn't that why he bought himself a Kodak? And he would like his instructions printed in black and white.
For the art of photography depends, as we all know, on the ability of the amateur to approach the task technically as well as artistically. But there exist no explicit instructions for that. All that can be done is to properly adjust the mind's eye with good conscience.
We consider an amateur photo artistically successful if it imparts to the subject an unusual characteristic by means of interesting light and shadow effects. The gradations of light and shade-the subtlety of their nuances-are the means by which we can suggest the absent coloration up to a point. The purpose is to bring the characteristics of the object into focus. It is not the commonplace that interests us but the characteristic elements of the photographed object. It is not a generic "dog" that is of interest to us but a specific dog with its particular beauty or ugliness. We do not want to show nature in its customary format; we want to catch it off guard, find that which is novel and original to us, and which offers an unexpected aspect of the otherwise blatant commonplaces of persons or objects. Only this will augment the treasure chest of our icon imagery and offer us relief from jaded habits.
Our Kodak is the means by which we can penetrate into this unknown land of surprises, those wonderful and rare flashes of insight, of amazing visions that mysteriously deepen our life. And indeed our Kodak accidentally succeeds in revealing many a fortunate insight so that, on occasion, we almost do not trust our eyes.
But our Kodak shall not have better eyes than we do, for that would put us in the position of a hunter who hits his game only accidentally. We cannot offer surprises if, like the average professional photographer, we force men and things together into an unnatural pose. We have to emphasize that arbitrary groupings will result in absolutely conventional genre scenes in all likelihood.
Of course, artistic amateur study photos (and photographs are always only studies) also strive for a pictorial effect, which means that one chooses a main subject on which to concentrate all attention and avoids everything in its vicinity that does not enhance it or that could weaken its characteristics.
The pictorial derives from a unity of effects, and this unity is due to a single spiritual center in the picture, for two such centers would forestall unity and cancel each other out. This spiritual center can, of course, also consist of a multitude of things, of an activity or of a plurality of persons. The superimposition or subordination of objects within the full scope of their natural freedom is a skill that often leads to missteps. The properly proceeding amateur will grasp nature where he encounters I it, in its intrinsicality and immediacy, without forcing it to submit to his will.
The true amateur knows how to grasp the right moment.
His task is the difficult art of seeing. Beyond that, a second but no less indispensable task is the demand on him to realize his photographic vision to render what he saw by employing the technical means at his disposal.
Bad photographs are like blind mirrors that fail to do the object justice. Of course, there exist no instructions.
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We have seen feebly illuminated photos that were artistically perfect despite the fact that weak illumination is usually a consequence of a faulty light source and exposure. We would normally not expect that a technical defect of this sort would yield artistic results. But we cannot assert that a sharply illuminated or a weakly illuminated photo is by itself better or worse. What is good or not good depends entirely on the situation.
In consideration of these givens, we must attempt to bring the object to be photographed into the foreground as much as possible. Totally into the foreground. If we carry out this principle, we can achieve monumental effects even on a small picture plane provided the object is made as large as possible. This, of course, means that we must not try to bring too much of the surroundings onto the plate. Largeness and simplicity are the rule.
The amateur might do well to study the works of modern painters such as the pictures of Fernand Khnopff. In one of his paintings, the artist goes so far as to let the upper half of the forehead of an upright figure disappear from the picture frame altogether with no concern for the lower parts. In spite of the small format, such artistic renderings appear large-scale. Similarly impressive are medallions and coins produced until the eighteenth century or woodcuts from the time of DiJrer. The reason for their monumental artistic effect is, to a certain extent, the same. We will always find that in these instances the represented object has been much simplified and has been so enlarged that it fills the foreground and seems to spill over. There is barely a trace of perspective. Until the eighteenth century many old portraits are also marked by that characteristic. There are even a few artistically felt photographs that have taken the hint.
But to most amateurs this rule seems unknown.
One will understand what this means with respect to portrait photos: how impressive and lively a head that takes up the entire picture plane appears. The image is also agreeable because all disturbing details are omitted. The photo may appear veiled, an accent that can enrich the artistic effect considerably under certain circumstances. We must not have every petty detail clearly spelled out in front of our eyes. Especially in a por-trait photo that brings the face into the foreground and makes it seem as large as possible, a certain amount of vagueness stimulates the fantasy of the viewer to complement what he sees. We might then say that the picture is telling, it is mysteriously animated or spirited. In other words, what speaks is, in reality, not the picture but the stimulated fantasy that complements it with life or spirit and which, as it finds breathing space, transmits atmosphere or soul into the interpretation. In this, we see one of the greatest secrets of art, which even the amateur photographer can learn to master to a certain degree. The mastery of style is not created by what is declared but by what is omitted. The well-known procedures of highly evolved amateur photography that aim for simplification of tone, fading out of confusing details, softening of transitions of the black and white contrast are all based on this law of artistic effect. Above all, the amateur must never forget that his photos are only studies. They must never attempt to be paintings. Amateur photos therefore assume a role next to sketches. If the amateur always keeps this in mind, he will not take any missteps. One only needs to bring to mind, for example, what painters enter in their sketchbooks. Here it is a characteristic head, there a hand, sometimes an interesting stone marker or a section of an artfully braided fence, a carved door, a flower window, a rose bower, an architectural view of a garden segment, an ancient vestibule, an antique piece of furniture, or a chimney corner, etc. The material is endless and is only limited by the ability of the amateur to see.
The difficult art of seeing is the product of education and draws on a multiplicity of intellectual and artistic interests. By no means can it only be achieved through the photographic activity itself. It is far from unimportant how we photograph a garden segment or a house. If the photograph is to be significant, then not only is the accidentally encountered illumination of importance, but also the artistic consideration of the material character-istics that, in turn, depend to a large degree on the specific point of view. It is decided by our sense of the architectural. But this is a matter that belongs to a different category.
Let the hint suffice for the moment that for the amateur, and especially for the beginner, there is no better approach than to start with details. Let us once more compare amateur photography to sketching. As described above, the sketch serves the purpose of sifting out from the confusing abundance of things one interesting part, one detail and to feature it as large and as impactful as possible. We do not want to pile as many details as possible into the picture; on the contrary, we want to choose one detail as the main subject and treat it as has been suggested in the above lines on amateur photography.
The comparison with the sketch is very informative.
One could, of course, raise the objection that a sketch is only preparatory to a painting and is thus only a means to a larger purpose while amateur photography is an end in itself and, therefore, needs to obey different laws. This, however, would not be right. For, first of all, the sketch, as a branch of the graphic arts, is nowadays also often an end in itself, and demands, just like other types of reproductions, such as the lithograph or the woodcut, the same simplicity and monumentality that we demanded above from the photograph. Secondly, in some instances, amateur photography has indeed become a means to an end insofar as it frequently serves the painter, much like a sketch, as a preparation for the higher art of painting, as either a support for his memory or a correction for visual recall. Furthermore, we should not overlook the fact that in reality a great part of our modern naturalistic paintings, regardless of their format or technique are on the order of a study.
Amateur photography can contribute much of value to today's standing of culture as it does in the service of folk art and local history provided it obeys these limitations.
Generalized views, comprehensive landscapes, panoramas and so on give us nothing. Rather, we must remember that in the world of appearances, at least to the extent that it is man-made, the small and the singular must be filled with beauty and art down to the last Liix, jnrzombck detail if we wish the whole and the large to be in order.
There is no true insight to be gained if one only views things in a generalized way. When we admire the beauty of old cities or villages, everything must interest us from the sidewalk to the chimney. Let amateur photography be the expression of this newly awakened interest.
It will offer spiritual and artistic nourishment if it renders all these details well and as large as possible.
But there is, as of yet, much amiss. If this purpose were not so generally misunderstood, we would have a better postcard industry.
It, too, should follow the general trend of the time, take a higher view of the photographic culture, and comprehend that nobody is served by generalized views and boring genre-scenes and that instead we need something else. What we need are 
